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A MAXIMUM PROPERTY FOR THE CHARACTERISTIC INITIAL

VALUE PROBLEM OF THE WAVE EQUATION

H.RHEE

ABSTRACT» A maximum property is obtained for the solutions of the

odd-dimensional wave equation in the interior of the characteristic cone.

In this note we will establish a maximum principle for the odd-dimen-

sional wave equation

"   d2u     d2u     „
D u =  V-■ - — = 0,       n odd > 3,

2=1<?*2 dt2

in the interior of the characteristic cone   t = |X|, X = (xj, x2,- • • , x  ), under

hypotheses on the behavior of  u and its derivatives on the cone.   A maximum

principle for the one-dimensional wave equation  u     - u    = 0 in the cone is

given in [2].

The ellipsoidal means EM of a continuous function f(X) is defined as

follows [1], [3]:

EM[/; X, t] = (-l^Hco^^-Kt2 - r2)-kfldpfßpn-Al - p2)kf(py) dcoß,

where   X = ra, r = |X|, t > r, c = (f + r)/2, b = (t - r)/2, k = (72 - 3)/2, p = t/r +

(r2 - t2)/2pr, y = pa+ (1 - p  )   ß, ß a unit vector perpendicular to a, co  _j

. 277("-1V2/r((72 - D/2).   It is easily seen that

(1) (1 - p2) = (r2 - t2) (Ap2r2)- 1(2p + r-t)(2p-r- t).

Let çS(X) be a smooth function in  Rn, and let

T(7S(x) = (-l)feU!)-15^ + 1(r"-V^a))'        8 = (d/dr)r.

The method of M. Riesz shows that  u(X, t) = EMLTítS; X, r] is the solution

of the problem Da = 0 in t > |X| with u(X, |X|) = cp(X).

Using (1), it can be shown that
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EU[i-l)k;  X, t] = T2U + 1)/T\2k + 2).

Hence we have the following maximum principle.

Theorem.  Suppose that Dzz = 0 in t > \X\  and that  uiX, r) < M.    If

(kl)-l8k+lir"-?>uiX, r)) - uiX, r) < 0,  then uiX, t) < M for n = 3,  uiX,t) < M

for 72 > 5   in t > \X\.

Remark.   It is possible to obtain an explicit representation for the solu-

tions of the even-dimensional wave equation in the cone in terms of given

function  on the cone.   However, the even-dimensional wave equation does

not seem to have the above maximum property.
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